Quick-Detach Phantom Pads
- NEW embossed Tribal Tattoo designs available in Flame, Skull and Eagle designs; graphic is embedded into the Phantomhyde cover’s surface for a bold 3D design; Phantomhyde is a soft but remarkably durable vinyl material
- New Full Embroidered designs in Flame, Eagle Head, Iron Cross & Skull and Eagle Fleur De Lis designs; graphic is fully embroidered into the Phantomhyde cover’s surface for a bold 3D design; Phantomhyde is a soft but remarkably durable vinyl material
- Phantom Pads are made from a sturdy orthopedic memory foam base and are also available with a gel insert for added comfort that can help reduce fatigue and will not liquefy or harden
- Plain pads have a genuine leather cover
- Multi-cavity suction cup attachment makes for a quick install and removal

X-Large Phantom Pads (1.75” Tall, 9” Wide, 10” Long)
- 697542 X-Large Full Embroidered Iron Cross & Skull, Blk
- 697515 X-Large Embossed Eagle
- 697516 X-Large Embossed Flamed
- 697517 X-Large Plain Leather

Large Phantom Pads (1.75” Tall, 7” Wide, 10” Long)
- 697513 Large Embossed Flamed
- 697505 Large Embossed Flamed w/gel insert

Small Phantom Pads (1.75” Tall, 6” Wide, 10” Long)
- 697530 Small Full Embroidered Iron Cross & Skull, Blk
- 697508 Small Embossed Skull
- 697519 Small Embroidered Flame Design
- 697520 Small Embroidered Tribal Flame Design

Leather Covered
For durability and comfort.
- 26387 Small Plain Leather
- 26388 Large Plain Leather

SaddleHyde Covering
A durable, luxurious vinyl type material by Saddlemen.
- 06802 Small
- 06803 Large

SaddleHyde Side Covering with Leather Seating Surface and Chrome Studs
- 06804 Small
- 06805 Large

SaddleHyde Covering with Leather Seating Surface and Black Studs
- 06806 Small

SaddleHyde Covering with Leather Seating Surface and Saddle Gel
- 06800 Small Plain Leather wigel insert
- 06801 Large Plain Leather wigel insert

Note: These pads are not certified for passenger use. They are recommended for cosmetic and novelty use only.

KüryAkyn Vertical Mount Flag Holder
Pride, Love of country. Respect. Whatever the reason you choose to display Old Glory or remember our P.O.W.’s, these flags deserve to be displayed with honor & in their best light. Mount straight, securely, & with dignity. 1/2" version fits most luggage racks or any 1/2" tubing including front fender rails. 3/4" version fits saddlebag rails or any 3/4" tubing. American Flag is 6”x11” & P.O.W. MIA Flag is 6”x9”.
- 605290 Universal vertical mount flag holder kit

Custom Sissybar Insert
Highly detailed die-cast eagle and engine are beautifully chrome-plated. Fits all Custom Chrome or OEM short insert-style uprights (except CC #09690). Mounting hardware is included. 1 3/4" center-to-center mounting holes.
- 09661 6"-tall

Sissy Bars for Rigid Frames
Manufactured from 1/2”-diameter cold-rolled steel bar stock. After being bent and polished, they’re plated with a show chrome finish. #09624 measures 13” from the bottom mounts to the fender brace, then 14” from fender brace to tip of sissy bar for an overall height of 27”. Measures 10” wide at the bottom mounts and 8 1/2” wide at the fender brace. Top 3” of sissy bar tip is bent back for a cool look. These sissy bars work great on Triumph rigid choppers as well as H/D’s.
- 09624 For use with custom flat fenders